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ABSTRACT
As digital media capacity continues to increase and the cost continues to decrease, digital foren-
sic examiners need progressively more efficient, effective, and tailored tools in order to perform
useful media triage. This thesis documents the development of feature sets for classifying im-
ages as either screenshots or non-screenshots. Using linear- and intensity-based image informa-
tion we developed the first (to our knowledge) screenshot detection algorithm. Four feature sets
were developed and combinations of these feature sets were tested, with the best results achiev-
ing an F-score of 0.98 in ten-fold cross-validation. Requiring less than 0.18 seconds to analyze
and classify an image, this is a critical contribution to the state-of-the-art of media forensics.
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Computer forensic examiners work to find pockets of information in large quantities of binary
data and tools to triage (or prioritize) this information are invaluable to the examiner. Further-
more, it can be difficult for triage tools to automatically generate meaningful descriptions of
images. One useful image type is the computer screenshot.
There are a number of reasons why a screenshot may exist on a hard drive. A user may in-
tentionally capture his screen or a portion thereof, another process running on the machine
may capture and store screenshots without the knowledge of the user, or the user may have
user manuals or tutorial documents containing screenshots of computer programs as part of
their instructions. Additionally, web browsers such as Firefox capture and cache screenshots
of user activity [1] while some malware screenshots user activity and uploads the screenshots
to servers [2]. Among other purposes, screenshots can be an information source about a user’s
activity and can also indicate a user’s involvement in the production or use of software training
documents.
1.1 Research Questions
In this thesis, we present an algorithm to classify screenshot images vs. non-screenshots em-
ploying established machine learning techniques. We focused on the selection of features that
resulted in the best performance of the machine learning classification algorithms, as judged by
the metrics of accuracy, precision, recall and F-score.
We hypothesized that the features that best distinguish screenshots from non-screenshots are
those that capture information about lines found in the image and the intensity distribution
of the pixels in the image. We expected images generated from computer displays would be
more likely to contain a greater percentage of long horizontal or vertical lines as compared to a
non-computer-generated digital images. We also observed that an image that is not computer-
generated will tend to have a more continuous and even distribution of pixel intensity values
while the intensity distribution of a computer screenshot will be concentrated at certain intensity
values.
From these assumptions, we built sets composed of these distinguishing features. These feature
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sets varied from summary values like entropy to larger feature sets consisting of pixel intensity
histograms representing all 256 grayscale values. Instead of only testing individual features
sets, we found the combination of our feature sets that achieved the best performance when
classifying screenshots.
1.2 Computer Vision
To evaluate our feature sets, we employed a number of computer vision techniques. The field
of computer vision encompasses a wide range of techniques and strategies for extracting mean-
ingful semantic information from digital images. As humans, we often discount the difficulty
of seemingly simple vision tasks in our day-to-day lives. In the advent of computer vision re-
search, researchers assumed that the task of computer vision would be incredibly easy–at least
compared to intellectual tasks such as playing chess. In hindsight, however, tasks like chess
seem complex because humans have been playing chess for orders of magnitude less time than
they have been using their senses to perceive the surrounding world [3]. So, while chess is hard
for humans and sight is not, the opposite is true for computers. Today, there are computers
playing chess at the level of a grand master [4], but computer vision has advanced only to the
level of toddler [5, p. 3]. In Chapter 2, we outline the advances in computer vision relevant
to the computer vision task at hand. These advances touch on topics such as machine learning
techniques for classification of images as well as means of generating features for use in the
machine learning algorithms.
1.3 Significant Findings
Our research developed four feature sets
1. Line Segment Percentages (LSP)
2. Line Segments Binned by Length (LSB)
3. Intensity Entropy (CE)
4. Intensity-Based Histograms (CB)
and tested the sets both individually and combinatorially while also varying parameters associ-
ated with the calculations of the feature sets themselves. Our ten-fold cross-validation testing
returned results with F-scores as high as 0.98 (when combining all four feature sets) and F-
scores still between 0.96 and 0.98 when a combination of any three of the feature sets were
used. After testing these four particular feature sets, we were able to determine the best combi-
nation of the feature sets, the marginal successes derived from each added feature set, and the
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best parameter choices for the classification algorithm.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The next chapter in this thesis (Chapter 2) provides an overview of the techniques used in this
research as well as a background of the relevant research in this area. Chapter 3 presents the
methodology used as well as a detailed description of the features extracted and machine learn-
ing algorithms employed. Chapter 4 documents the results of the experiments and presents
summary statistics as well as examples of images. Finally, Chapter 5 recaps and draws conclu-
sions about the work performed and develops a road map for future research in this area.
3




This chapter documents the research most relevant to the task of screenshot classification. It
begins with the high-level task of scene recognition and then expands upon the details of lower-
level computer vision techniques applied to perform scene recognition.
2.1 Scene Recognition Related Work
The techniques of computer vision can be applied to a number of problems, from facial recog-
nition to satellite imagery analysis. One such problem is scene recognition. Xiao et al. define
a scene as a “place [within] which a human can act. . . , or a place to which a human could
navigate” [6]. In the past few decades there has been a significant amount of work on this task
using varying approaches. While scene recognition is a technique for classifying images, more
specifically these images tend to be a digital representation of a physical location. According
to the definition proposed by Xiao et al., our work—screenshot detection—is more accurately
described as classifying non-“scenes” from “scenes” as opposed to the typical scene recognition
task of differentiating one scene category from another.
Scene recognition usually consists of two main components: feature selection and machine
learning. Existing scene recognition research encompasses a variety of features which can
be grouped into related categories. A popular feature category for scene recognition (among
other machine learning tasks) is codewords. Codewords are local invariant descriptors that
are gathered via some means, recorded (often in a dictionary), and applied to recognition or
classification tasks. Textons, scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) and speeded up robust
features (SURF) are three local feature detectors that are commonly used in recognition tasks.
Stanford’s Fei-Fei Li has done a great amount of work on scene recognition. In a 2005 pa-
per, she presented a method of unsupervised learning with Bayesian classification to categorize
image scenes using codewords as features [7]. Just a year earlier, David Lowe developed a
method for extracting features from images that is invariant to scale and rotation, with the goal
of matching objects between images with different views of an object or scene [8]. This pro-
cess, the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT), has since been widely applied to the problem
of scene recognition [9, 10]. Others approach the classification task not by identifying individ-
ual elements of an image or scene, but by classifying the overall structure of the image (at a
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high-level) into what authors Oliva and Torrabla termed “Spatial Envelopes” [11].
Lowe, in his 2004 paper introducing SIFT features, notes that the success of his proposed fea-
tures lies in their ability to “identify objects among clutter and occlusion” with the intention of
identifying the same object from two differing viewpoints [8, p.1]. Bay et al. improved upon
SIFT feature by developing SURFs, which outperformed SIFT features in a number of areas
including repeatability and speed while maintaining their robustness [12]. For the classifica-
tion task of this thesis, we examine two distinct categories of images, only one of which is a
“scene” in the traditional sense. The concept of visual viewpoints (as mentioned in the SIFT
paper), while intuitive regarding scene-based images, becomes difficult to define for computer
screenshots. Furthermore, computer screenshots are usually not cluttered with objects in the
same way that photographs are. Codeword-based feature sets attempt to select distinctive local
feature points which can easily be matched. Since screenshots are likely to have regions of uni-
form pixels, codeword detectors would not be able to find distinctive local pixel groups within
these areas.
Color-based features are also useful in computer vision tasks. In 1991, Swain and Ballard intro-
duced the visual cue of an object’s color-histogram to assist a robot in identifying objects [13].
One problem with using a histogram of pixel values is that if an object is a slightly different
shade of a color it would have different pixel values. Increasingly, scene classification re-
searchers are developing algorithms that combine multiple feature sets (sometimes both high-
and low-level) features in order to improve their classification success [14].
Due to the concerns described above, and the novelty of the goal of detecting screenshots from
non screenshots (as opposed to the more generic goal of distinguishing between classes of
scenes), we chose to develop our own tailored feature sets. Our algorithm uses a number of
feature sets that it tests both individually and in combination. The computer vision fundamentals
required to understand these feature sets (which will be described in detail in Chapter 3) are
documented in the remainder of this chapter.
2.2 Feature Selection
An important step in any classification task like scene recognition is feature selection. Two
categories of features that seem promising in the classification of screenshots are linear-based
features and intensity-based features. A screenshot should have significantly more horizontal
and vertical lines than a typical photograph or non-computer-generated image. Also, it is likely
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that a computer-generated image such as a screenshot will contain large sections of pixels with
identical intensities as well as a less “natural” pixel distribution overall.
2.2.1 Edge Detection
Two basic and related linear features present in digital images are edges and lines. An edge is de-
fined as a significant change in pixel intensity and can be detected using first - and second-order
derivatives of the gradients of pixel intensity [15, p. 541]. In 1963, Lawrence Roberts authored
a paper titled “Machine Perception of Three-Dimensional Solids” in which he proposed what
would become one of the first edge detection algorithms [16]. His algorithm applied two 2x2
masks as convolution filters to an image. One filter detected horizontal changes in intensity, and
the other vertical. Another method, presented by Sobel, involves 3x3 masks that calculate both
the magnitude and direction of the egdes [15]. A number of additional edge detectors have been
developed, including Prewitt, LoG, and Canny [15, 17, 18].
2.2.2 Line Segment Detection
While edge detection algorithms operate on small, local regions of an image, in order to extract
more meaningful content we can apply an algorithm that performs line detection. Lines, as
defined in the 1986 paper “Extracting Straight Lines” are a “collection of local edges that are
contiguous in the image” [19]. Burns et al. go on to assign lines attributes such as length and
width. Two decades before Burns, Paul Hough developed a straightforward and successful
method for global pattern recognition which he patented and which can be applied to the task
of line detection [20]. Hough line detection begins with the collection of edge points from an
image and employs a method of voting on the parameter space of lines in order to determine
the lines that best fit the collection of edge points. This method requires some tuning to find
the optimal number of lines for a given image. After line detection, the Hough algorithm uses
the parameters of the lines as well as the end pixels in order to reduce the lines (which are of
infinite length) to line segments (which have finite length and specified endpoints) [20].
Burns and Hough’s definition of a line differs slightly from that of Haralick and Fischler who
describe a line as a region whose pixel intensities differ significantly on both sides of the re-
gion of interest (as opposed to just one side) [21, 22]. Since the 1980s, researchers have made
an attempt to improve upon traditional line detection algorithms with respect to their speed,
accuracy, and false detection control [23, 24], but the Hough transform method has remained
a reliable and accurate technique. For our feature extracting process we used a probabilistic
Hough transform as implemented in the OpenCV library for Python [25].
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2.2.3 Intensity-based Features
As mentioned earlier, two promising intensity-based features for screenshot detection are con-
tiguous sections of the same pixel color and the distribution of the entire image’s pixel colors.
One method of determining the first of these two features is run-length encoding. Run-length
encoding is a method of representing the length of stretches of the same color pixel in an image.
Long runs of the same pixel should be more likely to occur in a computer-generated image than
in a digital photograph.
While run-length encoding only addresses contiguous colors in one dimension, the algorithm
could be modified to measure two-dimensional patches of color as well. Fisher and D’Amato
combined run-length encoding and the Hough transform for detecting document skew [26].
In the same vein as run-length encoding, it is likely that the histograms of screenshots and
of photographs would be noticeably different due to the lower entropy of colors displayed on
a typical user’s computer screen at a given time as compared the wide variety of colors in a
photograph. For the purposes of our algorithm, and due to the nature of our data sets (which
will be described in detail in Chapter 3), we converted all images to grayscale during image
pre-processing and employed intensity-based features as opposed to color-based features. Our
method implemented a histogram-based feature set for pixel intensities as opposed to run-length
encoding in order to better capture information about pixels with the same intensities that are
discontinuously located. Chapter 5, however, discusses the use of run-length encoding as future
work.
2.3 Machine Learning
An important part of an automated classification algorithm are the machine learning techniques
employed to perform the classification. Because the main focus of this research is on the feature
set selection, we elected to only consider some simpler (yet still effective) techniques for the
machine learning component of the classification algorithm.
2.3.1 Naïve Bayes
Bayesian learning provides a probabilistic means of classifying an entity based on training from
previously-observed and categorized data points. The simplest form of Bayesian learning is the
naïve Bayes classifier which significantly reduces the number of probabilities needed by assum-
ing that all features in the classifier are conditionally independent given the class [27]. While
this assumption is generally incorrect, for many application domains naïve Bayes classifiers
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have performed comparably to more complex machine learning techniques such as decision
trees and neural networks [28]. Bayesian classifiers are a routine method of image scene classi-
fication [7, 29].
2.3.2 Support Vector Machines
Another machine learning technique is the support vector machine(SVM). Introduced by Vapnik
and Cortes in 1995, SVMs work by mapping data points into high-dimensional spaces in order
to find a hyperplane that can separate data points from different classes [30]. SVMs combine
multiple learning methods like linear learning machines and kernel-based feature transforma-
tions in order to be an effective and computationally efficient machine learning technique [31].
Researchers have used SVMs as a means of image classification, including histogram-based
classifications [32, 33].
In order to best analyze the results of the feature selection we decided to choose one machine
learning algorithm to use consistently for the duration of the experimentation and testing. We
used a Bayesian classifier due to its simplicity and relative computational efficiency, but future
work could include testing feature sets across multiple machine learning algorithms.
The remaining chapters document the methodology involved in applying the aforementioned
techniques to perform image classification. The developed algorithm will employ linear and
intensity-based image attributes as features in machine learning mechanisms in order to detect
computer screenshots from a set of digital images.
9
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CHAPTER 3:
Experiment Design and Implementation
In this chapter, we discuss our application of the machine learning and feature extraction tech-
niques introduced in the previous chapter. We present our proposed methodology for screenshot
detection and the framework within which we conducted the testing of our algorithms.
3.1 Features
As stated earlier, the main focus of this thesis was to determine a combination of features
that were well-suited for the classification task at hand. We looked at two main categories
of feature sets: those representing the linear features of an image and those representing the
intensity-based features. For each of these categories we identified one set of features that is
more cumulative in nature and one that provides more detail. While the feature sets are first
presented individually, our experimentation examined all combinations of feature sets in order
to identify the combination of features that yielded that best performance of our algorithm.
3.1.1 Feature Set 1: Line Segment Percentages (LSP)
Our first set of features consisted of three features pertaining to line segments in an image.
To generate this feature set, we first applied a Hough transform, a standard computer vision
technique for line segment detection. The result of this transform was quantitative information
about the line segments found in the image from which we were able to extract the orientation
of each segment. We then counted the number of line segments that qualified as horizontal
and the number that qualified as vertical based on Equation (3.2) and were within a margin of
about 2◦, or thresholdslope = 30. The three features were the percentage of line segments that
were vertical, the percentage of line segments that were horizontal, and the percentage of line







horizontal if |slope|< 1thresholdslope












Where segmentshoriz, segmentsvertical are the sets of line segments whose orientation is horizontal
or vertical, respectively, and segmentsall is the set of line segments whose orientation is horizontal,
vertical, or neither.
3.1.2 Feature Set 2: Line Segments Binned by Length (LSB)
While the LSP feature set provided a good summary of the vertical and horizontal lines within
an image, it neglected to account for the lengths of the vertical and horizontal line segments.
In the LSB feature set we again obtained the extracted line segment information that we used
for the LSP feature set. We then looked at only those line segments that qualified as hori-
zontal or vertical (using the standard employed in the previous feature set and documented in
Equations (3.1)–(3.5)). However, instead of aggregating this information into percentage-based
features, we aggregated the information into a histogram binned by length of the line segment.
In order to account for images of differing size, we normalized the length of the line segment by
the size of the image in that direction (width for horizontal line segments and height for vertical
ones). This normalization provided us with the length of the line segment as a percentage of
the image size rather than in pixels. During experimentation, we also varied the number of bins
(and therefore bin size) in order to observe how bin size affected our classification success.
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Figure 3.1: Intensity Entropies of Images by Class. While there is some overlap in the values
of the entropy between classes, they are clearly distributed differently. Entropy should be a
distinguishing feature and may prove useful especially in combination with other features.
3.1.3 Feature Set 3: Intensity Entropy (CE)
For this feature set (CE), we wished to capture information about the intensity distribution of
the image. First we used a single summarizing feature of the entropy of an image. In order
to maintain consistency across color images and grayscale images, we converted all images to
grayscale before calculating the intensity entropy of the pixel values. As evidence justifying the
use of entropy as a feature, we calculated the intensity entropies of all the images in our dataset
and plotted them in Figure 3.1.
3.1.4 Feature Set 4: Intensity-Based Histograms (CB)
Another promising set of features for distinguishing screenshots from non-screenshots are more
robust intensity-based features. A priori, we expect that images like photographs have a more
even distribution of pixel colors, while screenshots may have large spikes at various pixel val-
13
ues, since large portions of a computer screenshot may be the exact same color. It is possible
that these spikes occur at the same pixel value across multiple screenshots, for example, many
screenshots may have an usually large number of pure white pixels as compared to photographs.
Other spikes may be less easily pinpointed at specific pixel values.
If it were the case that the location of spikes (which correspond to the intensity value) were
consistent from screenshot to screenshot, an appropriate feature vector would likely be just
a histogram of pixel intensity values. However, because of the variability of the location of
spikes in the histogram, we chose to normalize the histogram of pixel values (which have been
placed into 256 bins, one per intensity value) and then bin the value of these bin heights in
order to generate a representation of the distribution of pixel intensities. After this second
binning, we hypothesized that photographs (non-screenshots) would have high counts in lower
bins indicating a fairly even distribution of pixel intensities. We also expected the screenshots to
have higher counts in the higher bins than photographs (due to pixel-value spikes in the original
grayscale value histogram). During our experimentation we varied the number of bins in the
second histogram (in a similar way as the LSB feature set). Figure 3.2 provides a sample image
from which we will step through the CB feature set calculations.
Figure 3.2: CB Feature Set Example. For simplicity’s sake, in this example we will map the
five distinct grayscale intensities to the values one through five.
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Original Intensity Value Mapped Value Count Normalized Count
28 1 4 0.25
95 2 5 0.3125
192 3 3 0.1875
221 4 2 0.125
234 5 2 0.125
Table 3.1: CB Calculations
The algorithm first generates the counts of each intensity, and then normalizes them by dividing
by the total number of pixels in the image. Table 3.1 shows the results of these calculations.

























(a) Histogram of Intensity Values





Height of Intensity Value Bars
(b) Histogram of Normalized Count of Histogram
Values
Figure 3.3: Histograms Calculated for CB Feature Set
Figure 3.3(a) provides the percentage of pixels with each intensity value in the image. For real
images, there are be 256 values, one for each possible grayscale pixel value. This histogram
is useful for identifying specific values that occur more frequently, in this case, value “two.”
However, for our research it was more valuable to know that any value occured with a high
frequency, and less important to know which specific intensity value has the high frequency. To
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achieve this, we built another histogram from the normalized count values. An example of this
second histogram is presented in 3.3(b).
Continuing with our example, we choose a bin size of ten. We know that our values in the first
histogram (Figure 3.3(a)) will not exceed 1.0 since they are percentages, so our ten bins each
have a width of 0.1.
In Figure 3.3(b), histogram two shows that three of the intensity values occured with a fre-
quency between 0.1 and 0.2, one value had a frequency between 0.2 and 0.3 and the final value
had a frequency between 0.3 and 0.4. The histogram, however, no longer distinguishes which
grayscale intensity values correspond to which frequencies.
3.2 Experimental Framework
Our experimental framework consisted of two datasets and a Python program with the function-
ality for both the feature extraction and machine learning algorithms. The python program had
the capability to train and test images or to run on pre-trained classifiers in order to just test a
set of images.
3.2.1 Datasets
For these experiments we needed a minimum of two datasets, one set of screenshots and one
of non-screenshots. There are a number of published image datasets that have been used for a
variety of computer vision experiments and papers. For our non-screenshot dataset, we wanted
a generic yet diverse set of photographs and decided upon Fei-Fei Li’s “13 Natural Scene Cat-
egories” dataset from her 2005 paper [7]. We were not able to find an established dataset of
screenshot images, so we chose to create our own dataset of screenshots from Wikimedia Com-
mon’s “Screenshots” category [34]. At the time of the corpus’s retrieval (February 2013), the
Screenshots category contained approximately 2,700 images that the users of Wikimedia had
tagged with the label “Screenshot.” After retrieving these images from Wikimedia, we then
filtered the images to fit a more specific definition of a screenshot.
For our purposes, we required that a screenshot be captured by the device itself (and not, for
example, a digital camera external to the system). The screenshot needed to have a definitive
element of a computer screen, such as a menu bar or desktop icon. For example, a screenshot
that only captured a region of a computer screen that was showing a photograph would be
visually indistinguishable from the photograph itself. After removing the images that did not
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meet these specifications, we had a screenshot dataset containing approximately 2,400 images.
3.2.2 Experiments
In order to successfully perform these experiments, we used a number of Python libraries.
Python Imaging Library [35] and OpenCV [25] provided image processing and feature ex-
traction capabilities, NumPy [36] was used for general numeric processing and the Orange [37]
data mining library provided an implementation of a Bayesian classifier.
For all of our experiments, we ran a naïve Bayes classifier from Orange (with the default param-
eters) on a combination of the previously mentioned feature sets. We exhaustively combined all
of the feature sets for a total of 15 experiments. Orange’s naïve Bayes implementation uses the
LOESS locally-weighted regression [38] to estimate the conditional probability distribution.
In order to minimize our search space, we first ran isolated tests on the experiments for the LSB
and CB feature sets. These feature sets involve binning and require a parameter as input for the
number of bins used to create the feature vector. From these experiments, we selected the best
parameter values. These two parameters were then used for the remaining 11 combinatorial
experiments. The use of other machine learning algorithms as well as a structured experimen-
tal comparison to other scene classification algorithms are two topics for future work that are
discussed further in Chapter 5.
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The experiments described in the previous chapter were evaluated according to accuracy, pre-
cision, recall, and F-score and the results are presented in this chapter. We conducted 15 ex-
periments by trying all combinations of our four different feature sets within the framework
of a naïve Bayes classifier. Our classifier ran on two data sets of 2400 images each–one of
screenshots (the positive class for the machine learning algorithm) and one of non-screenshots
(the negative class). This chapter is structured to present detailed analysis and examples of the
first four experiments (testing each feature set individually), and then summary statistics on the
remaining combinatorial experiments, while bringing attention to experiments of note. Any
performance metrics presented here are a result of a ten-fold cross-validation run on all 4800
images.
4.1 Feature Set 1: LSP
Our first experiment used the first feature set consisting of only three features. These three
features were the percent of line segments that were horizontal, the percent of line segments
that were vertical, or the percent that were either horizontal or vertical.
Table 4.1 presents the confusion matrix for the experiment containing only the LSP feature set.
Predicted Screenshot Predicted Non-screenshot
Actual Screenshot 2263 153
Actual Non-screenshot 125 2291
Table 4.1: LSP Feature Set Confusion Matrix
Accuracy Precision Recall F-score
0.942 0.948 0.937 0.942
Table 4.2: LSP Results
Table 4.3 lists the average values of each of the three features for each class. While the horizon-
tal percent differs greatly between the classes (with a range of 0.571), the vertical percent has a
much closer margin (with a range of 0.042).
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4.1.1 Example Images
In Figures 4.1–4.4 we present four sets of images from the LSP feature set experiment. The
images are shown with their corresponding line segment extractions.
Figure 4.1: True Positives Using LSP Feature Set. This set of images is of true positives (images
that the Bayesian classifier determined were screenshots and were indeed screenshots). It is
evident from the accompanying line detection images that horizontal and vertical line segments
are prominent in the images.
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Figure 4.2: True Negatives Using LSP Feature Set. This set of images is of true negatives
(correctly classified as non-screenshots). While these images may have some (or even many)
line segments that are horizontal or vertical, they have a high number of line segments that are
not horizontal or vertical, which significantly affects the percentage calculation and provides
for an accurate classification as non-screenshots.
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Figure 4.3: False Positives Using LSP Feature Set. This set is of images that were classified
as screenshots but were actually non-screenshots. These images tended to fall in two main
categories. The first category is images that have very few detected line segments, so even just
a few horizontal or vertical line segments would cause a noticeable impact in the percentage
(since the denominator in the percentage calculation is so low). The second category is of non-
screenshots that actually happen to have a proportionally large number of lines that fall within
our threshold for qualifying a line segment as horizontal or vertical.
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Figure 4.4: False Negatives Using LSP Feature Set. This set of images is of screenshots that
were misclassified (the algorithm labeled them as non-screenshots instead). Even though it is
clear to the human observer that they are indeed screenshots, these examples have a number of
line segments that would not be counted as horizontal or vertical and the quantity of these line
segments is enough to outweigh the horizontal and vertical line segments are do exist in the
images.
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(a) True Positive (b) True Negative (c) False Positive (d) False Negative
Figure 4.5: LSP Example Images. This figure contains one image from each of the four confu-
sion matrix categories enumerated (true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative)
and their corresponding line segment extractions while Table 4.3 contains the feature values of
each of the four images and the average features values from the 2400 tested screenshots and
the 2400 tested non-screenshots.
Horizontal Percent Vertical Percent Horizontal or Vertical Percent
Average Screenshot 0.750 0.109 0.859
Average Photo 0.179 0.067 0.246
True Positive 4.5(a) 0.777 0.165 0.942
True Negative 4.5(b) 0.156 0.044 0.200
False Positive 4.5(c) 0.615 0.000 0.615
False Negative 4.5(d) 0.193 0.013 0.206
Table 4.3: LSP Example Image Feature Values
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4.2 Feature Set 2: LSB
Our second experiment provided a greater level of detail to the previous classifier’s use of line
segment information as features. Instead of treating all line segments equally (independent of
length of the line segment), the second feature set consists of counts of horizontal or vertical
lines binned by length (and proportional to the size of the image).
In this experiment, we tested a number of different bin sizes. Instead of providing confusion
matrices for each of the different bin sizes, we include the following summary statistics as
calculated from the confusion matrices.
Number of Bins Accuracy Precision Recall F-score
10 0.882 0.977 0.782 0.869
50 0.869 0.989 0.746 0.850
100 0.873 0.993 0.751 0.855
500 0.887 1.000 0.774 0.872
1000 0.891 0.999 0.783 0.878
Table 4.4: LSB Results as a Function of Line Length Bins
Within the scope of the LSB feature set, varying the number of line segment length bins tended
to have a varying effect on the results (as shown in Table 4.4). Most consistent is the fairly-
steady improvement of the algorithm’s precision (due to the reduction of false positives) as the
number of bins increases. When comparing the LSB experiment to the LSP experiment, the
LSB experiment provides a higher precision and lower accuracy independent of the number
of bins used. The following two sets of images demonstrate the improvements that binning
provides. For these examples, we decided to use the results from the LSB feature set with 1000
bins because it outperformed (albeit negligibly) the other LSB bin sizes with respect to f-score.
Figure 4.6 contains eight non-screenshot images that were incorrectly classified as screenshots
when solely using the LSP feature set, but are correctly classified using only the LSB feature




Figure 4.6: True Negatives Using LSB Feature Set with 1000 Bins. The LSP features were
frequently unsuccessful in correctly classifying non-screenshots that contained a small number
of line segments if a few of those segments were horizontal or vertical (as is often the case in
images of horizons). Because all three features were percentage-based, the small number of
total line segments allowed a few horizontal or vertical segments to significantly influence the
feature values. The binned features improved upon this by employing features based on counts
as opposed to percentages.
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Figure 4.7: True Positives Using LSB Feature Set with 1000 Bins. Although the number of
true positives decreased between the LSB feature set and the LSP feature set, there were some
screenshots for which the LSB feature set was better suited. Line segment binning seemed to be
effective in correctly classifying screenshots that have significant clutter (in their collection of
line segments) but that also contain noticeable linear features of relatively large length, usually
from screen elements like menu bars.
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Figure 4.8: LSB Feature Values (Ten Bins) for Correctly Classified Images. The second row is
the horizontal line segments, while the third row is the vertical line segments.
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4.3 Feature Set 3: CE
The third experiment used intensity-based featured instead of linear-based features. Similar to
the LSP and LSB feature sets, we started with a simpler set of features, or in this case one
feature—intensity entropy.
Predicted Screenshot Predicted Non-screenshot
Actual Screenshot 2044 356
Actual Non-screenshot 98 2302
Table 4.5: Experiment 3 Confusion Matrix
Table 4.5 presents the confusion matrix for the experiment utilizing only the feature of entropy.
Additionally, summary statistics (as calculated from the confusion matrix) are listed in Table
4.6.
Accuracy Precision Recall F-score
0.905 0.954 0.852 0.900
Table 4.6: CE Results
4.3.1 Example Images
Figures 4.9–4.12 contain a random sampling of true positives, true negatives, false positives,
and false negatives from this experiment. Due to the use of entropy as a singular feature in
this experiment, the results are as expected. Images with a more even distribution of differ-
ent grayscale pixel values have a higher entropy and are more likely to be a non-screenshot.
Computer-generated images, on the other hand, tend to have lower entropy values due to un-
even distributions of pixel values, and large concentrations of the same pixel value within an
image.
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Figure 4.9: True positives Using CE Feature Set
Figure 4.10: True Negatives Using CE Feature Set
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Figure 4.11: False Positives Using CE Feature Set
Figure 4.12: False Negatives Using CE Feature Set
A sample image from each category is shown in Figure 4.13 and their respective entropy values
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in Table 4.7. While the entropies of the correctly classified images (true positive and true
negative) fall close to their categorical averages or even on the outside of the average (away
from the other class mean), the entropies of the misclassified images are closer to each other
and both between the two class means.
(a) True Positive: 2.356 (b) True Negative: 7.283 (c) False Positive: 6.077 (d) False Negative: 6.634




True Positive 4.13(a) 2.356
True Negative 4.13(b) 7.283
False Positive 4.13(c) 6.077
False Negative 4.13(d) 6.634
Table 4.7: LSP Example Image Feature Values
4.4 Feature Set 4: CB
Similar to the evolution of linear-based features, we explored whether a more detailed represen-
tation of an image’s pixel-intensity distribution would increase the success of the classification
algorithm (as compared to the CE feature set). The details of the implementation of this feature
set are described in detail in the previous chapter. The CB feature set also requires a parameter
for the number of bins in which to place the color histogram bin heights. We tested a variety of
bin sizes between ten and 5,000. Unlike the LSB feature set, bin size played a significant role
in the success of the algorithm (as shown in Table 4.8). As bin size increased, the values for
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accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score almost always increased.
Number of Bins Accuracy Precision Recall F-score
10 0.773 0.947 0.578 0.717
50 0.802 0.847 0.736 0.788
100 0.816 0.863 0.751 0.803
500 0.945 0.979 0.910 0.943
1000 0.945 0.981 0.910 0.944
Table 4.8: Results as a Function of Color Bins
4.4.1 Example Images
Figure 4.14 demonstrates this feature set’s progressive increase in success as the number of bins
increases. The first column of the figure contains two screenshots and two non-screenshots that
were incorrectly classified when the number of bins was ten, but became correctly classified
when the number of bins was increased to 50. The second column shows four images that made
this transition when the number of bins was increased again from 50 to 100; the rest of the
columns follow the same pattern.
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(a) Bins=50 (b) Bins=100 (c) Bins=500 (d) Bins=1000
Figure 4.14: Correctly Classified Images as Bin Size Increase. Following the progress from
left to right in this figure, the images increase in classification “difficulty.” That is, the colors
in the screenshots become more varied and the colors in the non-screenshots become more
monotonous. As bin size increased, the performance of the algorithm also increased.
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4.5 Feature Set Combinations
After running the experiments on each of the individual feature sets, we ran the experiment
on all possible combinations of the four feature sets. In cases where the feature set required a
parameter for the number of bins (LSB and CB), five bin sizes were tested (10, 50, 100, 500
and 1000). The accuracy, precision, recall and F-score of the eleven additional experiments
are listed in Table 4.9, for the full results, please see the appendix. For experiments with bin
number parameters, only the best bin size combination is presented in this chart (as measured
by highest F-score).
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Line Bins Color Bins Accuracy Precision Recall F-score
– – Yes Yes – 50 0.942 0.950 0.933 0.941
– Yes – Yes 10 500 0.968 0.993 0.942 0.967
– Yes Yes – 10 – 0.937 0.994 0.880 0.933
– Yes Yes Yes 10 500 0.966 0.991 0.941 0.965
Yes – – Yes – 500 0.963 0.989 0.937 0.962
Yes – Yes – – – 0.954 0.963 0.945 0.954
Yes – Yes Yes – 10 0.967 0.981 0.953 0.967
Yes Yes – – 10 – 0.956 0.973 0.937 0.955
Yes Yes – Yes 50 500 0.975 0.997 0.952 0.974
Yes Yes Yes – 10 – 0.973 0.987 0.957 0.972
Yes Yes Yes Yes 10 10 0.980 0.997 0.963 0.980
Table 4.9: Best Results by Feature Set Combination
In Table 4.9 we can see that the majority of experiments using the LSB feature set showed best
results when the number of bins was set to the lowest value, ten. Also, for the most part, the
inclusion of additional feature sets noticeably increased the success of the algorithm.
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Figure 4.15: Results Using All Four Feature Sets. Each line represents a specific value of the
LSB bins parameter (as noted in the key) and moving across the line from left to right indicates
and increase the CB bins parameter.
Figure 4.15 presents two graphs for the experiment that contains all four feature sets. These
graphs present accuracy and precision as a function of the number of line bins and color bins
from the LSB and CB feature sets. We only present graphs for recall and precision, as opposed
to all four major summary statistics, because the graphs for accuracy and F-score mirror the
trends in the recall graph, only with slightly scaled values. As a note, the y-axis scales for
the graphs are different because the values for precision tended to be significantly higher than
those of the other metrics. Precision values all fell between 0.990 and 1.000 regardless of the
values chosen for LSB bins and CB bins. The trade-off between recall and precision can be
manipulated using the prior probability of a class within the Bayesian classifier calculations.
For our experiments, the prior probability was determined by the number of images of each
class in our training set, which was evenly split between screenshots and non-screenshots. The
recall-precision trade-off is then a function of the classifier’s ability to more easily discern one
class than the other. Figure 4.16 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the
classifier learned from the LSP feature set. The diagonal line in the plot shows the curve of a
classifier that guesses at random while an ideal curve puts all the points in the upper left corner.
The ROC curve for the classifier learned using all four feature sets is virtually identical to the
ideal curve (hence why it isn’t shown).
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Figure 4.16: ROC Curve for LSP Feature Set. As an example of the trade-offs between false
positives and false negatives, we present a ROC curve for one of our experiments (using the
LSP feature set). Each line on this graph represents the ROC curve results for a single iteration
of the ten-fold cross-validation.
4.6 Computational Performance
The purpose of this thesis was not to measure the speed of the algorithm, but we provide rough
estimations of the time performance of the algorithm. The algorithm was tested on an Ubuntu
32-bit Virtual Machine with 1GB RAM which was running within VMware Player on Windows
7 with 8GB RAM and an Intel Core i7-2600 processor. The algorithm that combined all four
feature sets (with bin size parameter values of ten for both the LSB and CB feature sets) was able
to calculate the features for 4800 images, and train and test the classifier in about 14 minutes.
This averages to about 0.18 seconds per image including training and testing.
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CHAPTER 5:
Conclusions and Future Work
In the previous chapters, we presented our motivation, experimental design and results regarding
an evaluation of feature sets for a computer screenshot detection algorithm. As with most
research projects and especially those that address tangible and evolving real-world problems,
there is always room for improvement, expansion, and future work. There are a number of areas
ripe with additional work, and we will address three that particularly stand out.
5.1 Feature Set Improvements
The first area for future work is the continued refinement of the feature sets for screenshot
detection. We selected four feature sets, varied their parameters, and tested combinations of
feature sets. While there is more work to be done in fine-tuning the four feature sets from this
paper, there are a number of potential features that we did not address. We focused on low-
level (pixel-based) features. Two additional low-level features are one- and two-dimensional
run-length encodings of pixel values in order to quantify the groupings of identically-colored
pixels. At a more abstract level, features such as logo detection (for example, being able to
identify the Windows start button) and optical character recognition (determining if the image
has text content) could provide indications as to the class of image.
At an even higher level, there is often distinguishing metadata associated with digital images.
Mac’s OS X operating system automatically gives standard filenames to screenshots taken
through the standard screen capture keystroke sequence, whereas some photographs taken with
digital cameras store metadata about everything from the camera make and model to the ISO
speed and focal length. The aspect ratio of an image can also give an indication of the origin
of that image. While this information can certainly be forged or tampered with, it could still
provide improved classification success.
5.2 Efficiency-Effectiveness Trade-Off
When developing a machine learning classification algorithm, more features often provide bet-
ter classification success, but it can be difficult to accurately measure the time and computational
costs associated with each additional feature or feature set. It would be useful future work to
complete a study comparing the inverse relationship between efficiency and effectiveness as it
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pertains to the number of features used in a screenshot classification algorithm and the speed
with which the algorithm can perform. This type of study would be particularly relevant for at
least two reasons: tools that assist in forensic triage require optimized speed and performance,
and that the specific problem of distinguishing screenshots from non-screenshots may be bet-
ter suited for a streamlined feature set than the task of a more general image categorization
algorithm.
5.3 Requirements Analysis
Finally, a key area for future work is the process of understanding what an actual user would
require for this system to be useful. Information about its intended use would also assist in
parameter tuning and help to optimize the algorithm for its target audience. As with any clas-
sification algorithm, there is a trade-off between precision and recall that can be adjusted by
changing any number of parameters. By performing requirements analysis with a potential fu-
ture user of this algorithm (for example a forensic examiner), it would be possible to develop
a use case and determine what number of errors the user can tolerate and more importantly,
whether they prefer false positives or false negatives. A tool implementing this algorithm could
also provide the end user the ability to perform real-time tuning to alter this trade-off.
5.4 Performance Example
If a forensic examiner was presented with a 1 terabyte drive completely filled with images,
that drive would be able to hold about 525,000 images if each image was 2 megabytes in size.
Assuming we achieve the same accuracy results as our best-performing experiment (.98), that
means that just over 10,000 of the images on the drive would be wrongly classified. It is here
that the precision-recall trade-off described earlier has an effect. If an examiner needs to find
as many screenshots as possible and is able to tolerate sifting through more non-screenshots
to do that, then the algorithm can be tuned to retrieve more images total, thereby increasing
the number of false positives and decreasing precision. On the other hand, if an examiner has
very little time to examine the drive and does not have the workload capacity to sift through
unnecessary non-screenshots in order to find screenshots, fewer images can be returned to the
examiner as potential screenshots. This alternative would increase the number of false negatives
(screenshots that were incorrectly classified as non-screenshots) as well as decreasing recall.
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5.5 Conclusion
In our research, we successfully designed, built, and tested features for screenshot detection. We
developed four feature sets that captured the linear and intensity-based characteristics, which
we originially hypothesized would be applicable in distinguishing a screenshot from a non-
screenshot. We tested various combinations of all feature sets and parameter values and were
able to measure aspects of their success through the metrics of accuracy, precision, recall, and
F-score obtained from the ten-fold cross-validation. Some of our more minimal features sets
had F-scores between 0.96 and 0.98 and our most promising feature set combination returned
results with an F-score of 0.98. After determining the best combination of our feature sets, we
are able to recommended a successful screenshot detection algorithm that provides a valuable,
and otherwise unavailable triage tool to today’s forensic examiners.
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Appendix: Detailed Results
In order to avoid verbosity when describing each of the experiments, we created a succinct
four-part naming schema that represents the distinguishing parameters of each experiment.
• [<number of images>images] from each class of image
• [<four-digit binary string>] representing feature set inclusion
– [0/1] feature set one: LSP
– [0/1] feature set two: LB
– [0/1] feature set two: CE
– [0/1] feature set two: CB
• [<number of line bins>lbins] if feature set two is included
• [<number of color bins>cbins] if feature set four is included
These four items are concatenated together separated by underscores. As an example, the
experiment that is tested on 2400 images of each class and includes feature sets one, three, and
four (and has 500 color bins for features set four) would result in the experiment string
2400images_1011_500cbins.
Results From All Experiments
Experiment Accuracy Precision Recall F-score
2400images_0001_1000cbins 0.944 0.978 0.908 0.942
2400images_0001_100cbins 0.814 0.862 0.749 0.801
2400images_0001_10cbins 0.772 0.946 0.577 0.717
2400images_0001_500cbins 0.944 0.978 0.909 0.942
2400images_0001_50cbins 0.794 0.846 0.72 0.778
2400images_0010 0.905 0.954 0.851 0.900
2400images_0011_1000cbins 0.938 0.978 0.896 0.935
2400images_0011_100cbins 0.930 0.963 0.894 0.927
2400images_0011_10cbins 0.942 0.977 0.906 0.940
2400images_0011_500cbins 0.936 0.976 0.893 0.933
2400images_0011_50cbins 0.942 0.950 0.933 0.941
2400images_0100_1000lbins 0.891 0.999 0.783 0.878
2400images_0100_100lbins 0.873 0.993 0.751 0.855
2400images_0100_10lbins 0.882 0.977 0.782 0.869
2400images_0100_500lbins 0.887 1.0 0.774 0.872
2400images_0100_50lbins 0.869 0.989 0.746 0.850
2400images_0101_1000lbins_1000cbins 0.923 1.0 0.846 0.916
2400images_0101_1000lbins_100cbins 0.894 0.999 0.788 0.881
2400images_0101_1000lbins_10cbins 0.898 0.999 0.797 0.887
2400images_0101_1000lbins_500cbins 0.915 1.0 0.830 0.907
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Experiment Accuracy Precision Recall F-score
2400images_0101_1000lbins_50cbins 0.893 0.999 0.786 0.880
2400images_0101_100lbins_1000cbins 0.962 0.998 0.926 0.960
2400images_0101_100lbins_100cbins 0.880 0.995 0.765 0.865
2400images_0101_100lbins_10cbins 0.895 0.997 0.792 0.883
2400images_0101_100lbins_500cbins 0.951 0.999 0.903 0.949
2400images_0101_100lbins_50cbins 0.880 0.996 0.763 0.864
2400images_0101_10lbins_1000cbins 0.967 0.993 0.941 0.966
2400images_0101_10lbins_100cbins 0.903 0.982 0.821 0.894
2400images_0101_10lbins_10cbins 0.926 0.995 0.855 0.920
2400images_0101_10lbins_500cbins 0.968 0.993 0.942 0.967
2400images_0101_10lbins_50cbins 0.903 0.986 0.818 0.895
2400images_0101_500lbins_1000cbins 0.928 1.0 0.856 0.922
2400images_0101_500lbins_100cbins 0.888 1.0 0.777 0.875
2400images_0101_500lbins_10cbins 0.893 1.0 0.787 0.881
2400images_0101_500lbins_500cbins 0.916 1.0 0.832 0.908
2400images_0101_500lbins_50cbins 0.889 1.0 0.778 0.875
2400images_0101_50lbins_1000cbins 0.965 0.996 0.934 0.964
2400images_0101_50lbins_100cbins 0.883 0.993 0.773 0.869
2400images_0101_50lbins_10cbins 0.901 0.995 0.805 0.890
2400images_0101_50lbins_500cbins 0.963 0.997 0.928 0.961
2400images_0101_50lbins_50cbins 0.881 0.994 0.767 0.865
2400images_0110_1000lbins 0.897 0.999 0.795 0.886
2400images_0110_100lbins 0.895 0.996 0.793 0.883
2400images_0110_10lbins 0.937 0.994 0.88 0.933
2400images_0110_500lbins 0.891 1.0 0.782 0.877
2400images_0110_50lbins 0.901 0.994 0.806 0.890
2400images_0111_1000lbins_1000cbins 0.928 1.0 0.856 0.922
2400images_0111_1000lbins_100cbins 0.899 0.999 0.799 0.888
2400images_0111_1000lbins_10cbins 0.904 0.999 0.808 0.894
2400images_0111_1000lbins_500cbins 0.920 1.0 0.840 0.913
2400images_0111_1000lbins_50cbins 0.898 0.999 0.798 0.887
2400images_0111_100lbins_1000cbins 0.963 0.997 0.928 0.961
2400images_0111_100lbins_100cbins 0.903 0.997 0.809 0.893
2400images_0111_100lbins_10cbins 0.915 0.998 0.831 0.907
2400images_0111_100lbins_500cbins 0.96 0.999 0.920 0.958
2400images_0111_100lbins_50cbins 0.901 0.997 0.805 0.891
2400images_0111_10lbins_1000cbins 0.964 0.992 0.935 0.963
2400images_0111_10lbins_100cbins 0.951 0.992 0.909 0.949
2400images_0111_10lbins_10cbins 0.960 0.998 0.922 0.958
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Experiment Accuracy Precision Recall F-score
2400images_0111_10lbins_500cbins 0.966 0.991 0.941 0.965
2400images_0111_10lbins_50cbins 0.951 0.990 0.911 0.949
2400images_0111_500lbins_1000cbins 0.938 1.0 0.877 0.934
2400images_0111_500lbins_100cbins 0.894 1.0 0.789 0.882
2400images_0111_500lbins_10cbins 0.898 1.0 0.797 0.887
2400images_0111_500lbins_500cbins 0.923 1.0 0.847 0.917
2400images_0111_500lbins_50cbins 0.895 1.0 0.790 0.882
2400images_0111_50lbins_1000cbins 0.965 0.996 0.934 0.964
2400images_0111_50lbins_100cbins 0.913 0.996 0.83 0.905
2400images_0111_50lbins_10cbins 0.929 0.997 0.861 0.924
2400images_0111_50lbins_500cbins 0.965 0.997 0.932 0.963
2400images_0111_50lbins_50cbins 0.915 0.997 0.832 0.907
2400images_1000 0.942 0.946 0.937 0.941
2400images_1001_1000cbins 0.960 0.989 0.931 0.959
2400images_1001_100cbins 0.956 0.974 0.937 0.955
2400images_1001_10cbins 0.962 0.974 0.948 0.961
2400images_1001_500cbins 0.963 0.989 0.937 0.962
2400images_1001_50cbins 0.951 0.958 0.944 0.951
2400images_1010 0.954 0.963 0.945 0.954
2400images_1011_1000cbins 0.956 0.989 0.923 0.955
2400images_1011_100cbins 0.965 0.983 0.947 0.965
2400images_1011_10cbins 0.967 0.981 0.953 0.967
2400images_1011_500cbins 0.96 0.987 0.932 0.958
2400images_1011_50cbins 0.963 0.968 0.958 0.963
2400images_1100_1000lbins 0.901 0.999 0.804 0.891
2400images_1100_100lbins 0.915 0.994 0.835 0.908
2400images_1100_10lbins 0.956 0.973 0.937 0.955
2400images_1100_500lbins 0.901 1.0 0.802 0.890
2400images_1100_50lbins 0.927 0.992 0.861 0.922
2400images_1101_1000lbins_1000cbins 0.935 1.0 0.870 0.930
2400images_1101_1000lbins_100cbins 0.905 0.999 0.811 0.895
2400images_1101_1000lbins_10cbins 0.909 0.999 0.819 0.900
2400images_1101_1000lbins_500cbins 0.927 1.0 0.854 0.921
2400images_1101_1000lbins_50cbins 0.904 0.999 0.809 0.894
2400images_1101_100lbins_1000cbins 0.974 0.999 0.95 0.973
2400images_1101_100lbins_100cbins 0.921 0.996 0.845 0.914
2400images_1101_100lbins_10cbins 0.933 0.997 0.869 0.928
2400images_1101_100lbins_500cbins 0.969 0.999 0.939 0.968
2400images_1101_100lbins_50cbins 0.921 0.997 0.845 0.914
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Experiment Accuracy Precision Recall F-score
2400images_1101_10lbins_1000cbins 0.974 0.995 0.952 0.973
2400images_1101_10lbins_100cbins 0.964 0.989 0.939 0.963
2400images_1101_10lbins_10cbins 0.971 0.995 0.947 0.970
2400images_1101_10lbins_500cbins 0.975 0.993 0.956 0.974
2400images_1101_10lbins_50cbins 0.963 0.986 0.939 0.962
2400images_1101_500lbins_1000cbins 0.947 1.0 0.894 0.944
2400images_1101_500lbins_100cbins 0.903 1.0 0.806 0.892
2400images_1101_500lbins_10cbins 0.907 1.0 0.815 0.898
2400images_1101_500lbins_500cbins 0.930 1.0 0.860 0.924
2400images_1101_500lbins_50cbins 0.902 1.0 0.805 0.892
2400images_1101_50lbins_1000cbins 0.975 0.996 0.953 0.974
2400images_1101_50lbins_100cbins 0.936 0.993 0.877 0.932
2400images_1101_50lbins_10cbins 0.951 0.996 0.905 0.948
2400images_1101_50lbins_500cbins 0.975 0.997 0.952 0.974
2400images_1101_50lbins_50cbins 0.936 0.996 0.876 0.932
2400images_1110_1000lbins 0.908 0.999 0.817 0.899
2400images_1110_100lbins 0.930 0.997 0.862 0.925
2400images_1110_10lbins 0.973 0.987 0.957 0.972
2400images_1110_500lbins 0.907 1.0 0.815 0.898
2400images_1110_50lbins 0.952 0.995 0.907 0.949
2400images_1111_1000lbins_1000cbins 0.941 1.0 0.882 0.937
2400images_1111_1000lbins_100cbins 0.910 0.999 0.822 0.902
2400images_1111_1000lbins_10cbins 0.916 1.0 0.832 0.908
2400images_1111_1000lbins_500cbins 0.930 1.0 0.860 0.925
2400images_1111_1000lbins_50cbins 0.911 0.999 0.823 0.902
2400images_1111_100lbins_1000cbins 0.973 0.998 0.948 0.972
2400images_1111_100lbins_100cbins 0.936 0.998 0.875 0.932
2400images_1111_100lbins_10cbins 0.948 0.998 0.897 0.945
2400images_1111_100lbins_500cbins 0.972 0.999 0.946 0.971
2400images_1111_100lbins_50cbins 0.937 0.998 0.877 0.933
2400images_1111_10lbins_1000cbins 0.972 0.994 0.950 0.972
2400images_1111_10lbins_100cbins 0.976 0.993 0.959 0.976
2400images_1111_10lbins_10cbins 0.980 0.997 0.963 0.980
2400images_1111_10lbins_500cbins 0.973 0.993 0.954 0.973
2400images_1111_10lbins_50cbins 0.976 0.991 0.961 0.976
2400images_1111_500lbins_1000cbins 0.951 1.0 0.902 0.948
2400images_1111_500lbins_100cbins 0.911 1.0 0.822 0.902
2400images_1111_500lbins_10cbins 0.917 1.0 0.835 0.910
2400images_1111_500lbins_500cbins 0.936 1.0 0.873 0.932
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2400images_1111_500lbins_50cbins 0.910 1.0 0.821 0.902
2400images_1111_50lbins_1000cbins 0.974 0.996 0.952 0.973
2400images_1111_50lbins_100cbins 0.959 0.996 0.922 0.958
2400images_1111_50lbins_10cbins 0.966 0.998 0.934 0.965
2400images_1111_50lbins_500cbins 0.976 0.997 0.955 0.976
2400images_1111_50lbins_50cbins 0.961 0.997 0.924 0.959
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